TCHS Wolf Etiquette Guidelines

Use this form during brainstorm session with students.

Think Responsibly
➤ Listen
➤ Follow Directions
➤ Be substance free
➤ Follow the dress code
➤ Be on time and prepared
➤ No alcohol, drugs or tobacco use
➤ No vandalism
➤ No trespassing

Come Prepared
➤ Be one time
➤ Have needed materials
➤ Have planner
➤ Be present
➤ Complete homework/assignments
➤ Dress appropriately
➤ Move quickly and orderly to destination

Have Respect
➤ Be courteous with each other
➤ Use appropriate language
➤ Use materials appropriately
➤ Meet OCPS guidelines
➤ Follow directions
➤ No stealing
➤ No class disruption
➤ No Vandalism
➤ No battery or assault
➤ No sexual behavior

Show Self Control
➤ Think before you speak or act
➤ Keep hands, feet, and objects to yourself
➤ Use a controlled tone of voice
➤ No abusive language
➤ No sexual behavior
➤ Follow directions
➤ No battery or assault
➤ No alcohol, drugs, or tobacco
➤ No weapons
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-------------------------------------------------------------

Parent and Student TCHS Wolf Etiquette Acknowledgement Form

We have read and discussed the TCHS Wolf Etiquette student guidelines. The signatures below mean that my student and I understand and agree to adhere to these guidelines.

____________________________________  ________________
Parent Signature                      Date

____________________________________  ________________
Student Signature                    Date
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